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Abstract—Due to rapid growth of digital data usage in recent database applications it is required to utilize effective text mining method for efficient performance. Text mining is research area because in many applications database content is not only in form of numerical data but also textual data form. To exploit hidden information from non-structured to semi-structured data form text mining is applicable. The challenging issue in text mining is to extract user required information in effectual manner. To perform this task text mining methods are used. Text mining methods categorization is based on how text document are analyzed. In these methods text document analyzed on the basis of term, phrase, concept and pattern. The pattern based approach can improve the accuracy of system for evaluating term weights because discovered patterns are more specific than whole documents. Objective is to improve the effectiveness of using and updating discovered patterns for finding relevant and interesting information. Proposed system increases efficiency of pattern discovery using different data mining algorithms with pattern deploying and pattern evolving method to solve misinterpretation and low frequency problem. Performance enhancement is achieved by applying multithreaded approach and concept formation from effectively discovered patterns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s abundant information is available on web it is good because it provides greater awareness and better knowledge. The goal of data mining is to discover hidden useful information in large databases. To extract useful information from various databases data mining technology are used. For numerical information data warehouses work well, but unsuccessful when it came to textual information. Text data mining refers to the process of extracting interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowledge from text documents. As text mining is extraction of useful information from text data it is also known as text data mining or knowledge discovery from textual databases. It is challenging issue to find accurate knowledge in text documents to help users to find what they want.

To large document collections text mining is an application of natural language processing. Nowadays most of the information in business, industry, government and other institutions is stored in text form into database and this text database contains semi structured data. Text mining is a variation on a field called data mining that tries to find interesting patterns from large databases. The modelling and implementation of semi structured data studies done in recent database research. On the basis of these researches information retrieval techniques such as text indexing methods have been developed to handle unstructured documents. In traditional search the user is typically look for already known terms and has been written by someone else. The problem is in result as it is not relevant to users need. This is the goal of text mining to discover unknown information which is not known and yet not written down.

As the natural language is not free from the ambiguity problem complexity of natural language is main challenging issue in text mining. Things can be understood in two or more possible ways and creates ambiguity so it cannot be entirely eliminated from the natural language as it gives flexibility and usability. There are various ways to interpret one phrase or sentence thus various meanings can be obtained. One word may have multiple meanings and multiple words can have same meaning. It is challenge to answer what user wants as semantic meanings of many discovered words are uncertain. The number of researches in resolving the ambiguity problem is going on the work is still not fully formed.

To instruct computers how to analyse, understand and generate text, technologies are produced by natural language processing. Text mining is discovery by computer for extracting new, previously unknown information and to automatically extract information from different written resources. The enormous amount of information stored in unstructured texts cannot simply be used for further processing by computers, which typically handle text as simple sequences of character strings. Therefore, specific pre-processing methods and algorithms are required in order to extract useful patterns.

In order to solve the above mentioned problem focus is on finding better text representation from textual data collection. One solution is to use data mining techniques, such as sequential pattern mining, for building up a representation with the new type of features. Such data mining-based methods adopted the concept of closed sequential patterns and pruned non closed patterns from the representation with an attempt to reduce the size of feature set by removing noisy patterns. However treating multi term pattern as an atom in representation seems likely to low frequency problem while dealing with long patterns.
like information extraction, summarization, categorization, clustering and information visualization are used in the text mining process.

II. METHODS AND MODELS USED IN TEXT MINING

Text mining exploit hidden information from text document to do so document analysis is basic process. Traditionally many techniques developed to solve the problem of text mining that is nothing but the relevant information retrieval according to user’s requirement. Text mining methods categorization is based on how text document are analysed. In these methods of text mining text document analysed on the basis of term, phrase, concept and pattern. So according to the information retrieval basically there are four methods,

1) Term Based Method (TBM).
2) Phrase Based Method (PBM).
3) Concept Based Method (CBM).
4) Pattern Taxonomy Method (PTM).

A. Termed Based Methods

The Term in document is unit used to identify content of text. In Term Based Method each term in document is associated with value known as weight, which measure importance of term i.e. terms contribution in document. Word having semantic meaning is known as term and collection of such terms contributes meaning to document. Term based methods suffer from the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Polysemy means a word has multiple meanings and synonymy is multiple words having the same meaning. The semantic meaning of many discovered terms is uncertain for answering what users want. Information retrieval provided many term-based methods like supervised and traditional term weighting methods to solve this challenge. The evolution of term weights is based on distribution of term in document.

The term frequency TF (t, d) is number of times term ‘t’ occurs in document ‘d’. The document frequency DF (t) is number of documents in which term “t” occurs at least once. The inverse document frequency IDF(t) can be calculated from document frequency[11].

\[
\text{IDF(t)} = \log \left( \frac{1}{\text{DF(t)}} \right)
\]

|D| is total number of documents. The inverse document frequency of term is low if it occurs in many documents and is highest if term occurs only in one document. The value of  \( W_i \) i.e. weight of term of document ‘d’ calculated by product as,

\[
W_i = \text{TF}(t_i, d) \times \text{IDF}(t_i)
\]

Using this mathematical model term based method analyze document to extract features by TFIDF feature selection approach.

B. Phrased Based Models

Title Phrases are less ambiguous and more discriminative than individual term so in phrase based method document is analyzed on phrase basis. In process of analysis of document phrases are profile descriptor of document. Phrases are collection of semantic terms so carries more information than single term. Over many years this is hypothesis that phrase based approach performs better than term based approach, as phrase may carry more semantic than term. Using data mining algorithms it is definite to obtain various phrases but it is difficult to use these phrases effectively to answer what user want. It is difficult because phrases have fewer occurrences in document and phrases comprise large number of noisy with redundant terms.

As phrases are collection of terms those can be considered as sequence of terms and hence to find sequence of terms sequential pattern mining algorithm is used. Algorithm extracts frequent sequential patterns, here pattern used as words or phrase which is extracted from document. First parameter PL is list of ‘n’ terms frequent sequential pattern. Second parameter is minsup is minimum relative support. In application of phrase based system algorithm is invoked recursively [6].

Algorithm: SPMining(PL, min sup)

Input: List of n Terms frequent sequential patterns (PL), minimum support (min sup)

Output: Set of frequent sequential patterns (SP).

Method:

1. \( \text{SP} \leftarrow \text{SP} - \{ \text{Pa} \in \text{SP} \mid \exists \text{Pb} \in \text{PL} \text{ such that } \text{len(Pa)} = \text{len(Pb)} = 1 \land \text{Pa} \prec \text{Pb} \land \text{suppa(Pa)} = \text{suppa(Pb)} \} \) // pattern pruning
2. \( \text{SP} \leftarrow \text{SP} \cup \text{PL} \)
3. \( \text{PL} \leftarrow \emptyset \)
4. For each pattern p in PL do begin
5. generating p-projected database P D
6. for each frequent term t in P D do begin
7. \( P = pt \)
8. if suppr(P) \( \geq \) min sup then
9. \( \text{PL} \leftarrow \text{PL} \cup P \)
10. end if
11. end for
12. end for
13. if |P L| = 0 then
14. return
15. else
16. call SPMining(P L, min sup)
17. end if
18. output SP

Removal of meaningless terms is known as pruning process which is required for reducing cost of computation and improving effectiveness of system. First line presents pruning step which is to eliminate non-closed patterns. The algorithm starts to mine ‘n’ terms from projected database, if relative support of terms is greater than or equal to minimum support then will store those patterns. The algorithm repeats itself recursively until there is no more pattern discovered. As a result, the output of algorithm SPMining is a set of closed sequential patterns with relative supports greater than or equal to a specified minimum support. SPMining algorithms feature is it deals with several sequences at a time whereas others only handle one sequence at a time.

C. Concept Based Model

Most of text mining techniques are based on word and/or phrase analysis of text. It is important to find term that contributes more semantic meaning to document this concept is known as concept based method. Only the importance of term within document is captured in statistical analysis of term based method. In concept based method the term which contributes to sentence semantic is analysed with respect to its importance at sentence and document levels. The model tries to analyse term at sentence and document level by efficiently finding significant matching term rather than single term analysis. Conceptual term frequency (ctf ) to analyse each concept at sentence level is proposed. The ‘ctf’ is number of occurrences of concept c of sentence's and 'tf' is term frequency to analyse each concept at document level i.e. number of occurrences of concept 'c' in original document. The concept based Term Analyser algorithm describes how to calculate 'tf' and 'ctf' of matched concept in document [8].

Algorithm: Concept based Term Analyser

Input: Document
Output: Matched concept list L

1. ddoci is a new Document
2. L is an empty List (L is a matching concept list)
3. for each sentence s in d do
4. ci is a new concept in s
5. for each concept ci ∈ {c1, c2, ..., cn} in s do
6. Compute tfi of ci in d
7. Compute ctfi of ci in s in d
8. end for
9. for each dk, where k = [0, 1, ..., doci − 1], ci exist do
10. for each concept cj ∈ {c1, c2, ..., cm} in s do
11. if (ci == cj ) then
12. Compute tfweight = avg(tfi, tfj)
13. Compute ctfweight = avg(ctfi, ctfj)
14. add new concept matches to L
15. end if
16. end for
17. end for
18. end for
19. output the matched concepts list L

Algorithm starts with processing of new document which has well defined sentence boundaries. The length of matched concepts and their verb argument structures stored concept based similarity calculation. For each sentence the concepts of the verb argument structures which represent the semantic structures of the sentence are processed sequentially. Each concept in the current document is matched with the other concepts in the previously processed documents. To match the concepts in previous documents is accomplished by keeping a concept list L that holds the entry for each of the previous documents that shares a concept with the current document. After the document is processed, L contains all the matching concepts between the current document and any previous document that shares at least one concept with the new document. Finally, L is output as the list of documents with the matching concepts and the necessary information about them.

The concept-based term analyzer algorithm is capable of matching each concept in a new document (d) with all the previously processed documents in O(m) time, where m is the number of concepts in d. The concept based similarity between two documents d1 and d2 is calculated by following formula,
The concept-based weight of concept \( i_1 \) in document \( d_1 \) is presented by \( \text{weight}_{i_1} \). In calculating \( \text{weight}_{i} \), the \( \text{tfweight}_{i_1} \) value presents the weight of concept \( i \) in the first document \( d_1 \) at the document-level and the \( \text{ctfweight}_{i_1} \) value presents the weight of the concept \( i \) in the first document \( d_1 \) at the sentence-level based on the contribution of concept \( i \) to the semantics of the sentences in \( d_1 \). The sum between the two values of \( \text{tfweight}_{i_1} \) and \( \text{ctfweight}_{i_1} \) presents an accurate measure of the contribution of each concept to the meaning of the sentences and to the topics mentioned in a document. The term \( \text{weight}_{i_2} \) is applied to the second document \( d_2 \).

D. Pattern Based Model

Figures In pattern based model document is analysed on pattern basis i.e. pattern of document is formed by analysing is-a-relations between terms to form taxonomy. Taxonomy is tree like structure. The pattern based approach can improve the accuracy of system for evaluating term weights because discovered patterns are more specific than whole documents. To generate PTM document split into paragraphs. In pattern taxonomy nodes represent frequent patterns and their covering sets. The edges are “is-a” relation. Smaller pattern in taxonomy are usually more general because they could be used in both positive and negative documents. Larger patterns in taxonomy are usually more specific since they may be used in positive documents. The semantic information will be used in the pattern taxonomy to improve the performance of using closed patterns in text mining.

The patterns which always co-occur with their parent patterns in the same transaction are redundant patterns and need to be discarded by pruning process. Data mining methods, such as SPM and NSPM, utilize discovered patterns directly without any modification and thus encounter the problem of lacking frequency on specific patterns. The Pattern Deploying Method [1] is proposed with the attempt to address the problem caused by the inappropriate evaluation of patterns, discovered using data mining methods.

Algorithm: PDM (\( D^+ \), min sup)

Input: List of positive documents, \( D^+ \); min sup.

Output: Set of vectors, \( \Delta \) (d-pattern, supports of terms).

Method:

1. \( \Delta \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2. foreach document \( d \) in \( D^+ \) do begin
3. extract 1Terms frequent patterns \( PL \) from \( d \)
4. \( \text{SP} = \text{SPMining}(PL, \text{min sup}) \)
5. \( d \leftarrow \emptyset \)
6. foreach pattern \( p \) in \( SP \) do begin
7. \( d \leftarrow d \cup p \)
8. end for
9. \( \Delta \leftarrow \Delta \cup \{d\} \)
10. end for

In pattern deploying method frequent sequential patterns are generated by SPMining algorithm at line 4. The main process of pattern deploying occurs between line 6 and line 8 inclusively. The output of this algorithm is a set of vectors. The inputs of the algorithm PDM are a set of positive documents and a pre specified minimum support. In line 4 of this algorithm, a set of sequential patterns is discovered by calling the algorithm SPMining for each document. So far, only positive documents are considered and used in this approach. The use of information from negative documents is another issue with reference to pattern evolution which will be investigated and discussed in the next step in line 6 to 8, each pattern is firstly transferred into an expanded form and then merged into a temporary storage using pattern composition operator. As a result, the deployed pattern (i.e., the set of term weight pairs) for each document is obtained.

In research work, an effective pattern discovery technique has been proposed to overcome the low-frequency and misinterpretation problems for text mining. The pattern based technique uses two processes pattern deploying and pattern evolving [6]. This technique refines the discovered patterns in text documents. The experimental results show that pattern based model performs better than other data mining-based methods and the concept-based model, but also term-based models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Feature used to analyse document</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>F1 Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Term Based Method</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Phrase Based Method</td>
<td>Phrase</td>
<td>SPMining</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Concept Based Method</td>
<td>Concept</td>
<td>Concept based Term Analyser</td>
<td>0.448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pattern Based Model</td>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>PDM</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. PROPOSED PATTERN MINING METHOD

A. Data Flow Diagram

![Data Flow Diagram](image)

Proposed pattern mining method includes modules like data transformation, pattern discovery, pattern deployment, pattern evolution, and evaluation. Data flow diagram shows process details which starts with input documents. Here text document is in XML format. System uses medical data set which is divided into training set and test set. Documents in both the sets are either positive or negative. “Positive” means document is relevant to the topic otherwise “negative”.

System uses sequential closed frequent patterns as well as non sequential closed pattern for finding concept from data set. Each document is divided into paragraph first. Such documents are independently processed for preprocessing step. Preprocessing of XML file include stop word removal and text stemming, and term weight calculation. With minimum support dimension reduction process is done to get feature set. Sequential pattern and closed sequential pattern is discovered by pattern discovery model. Pattern discovery also evaluates specificities of patterns and then evaluates term weights according to the distribution of terms into the discovered patterns. The proposed approach can improve the accuracy of evaluating term weights because discovered patterns are more specific than whole documents. User interface is reduced as independent processes are executed in multithreaded approach for efficient pattern discovery. A stoppage occurs at dependant processes only. Proposed system implements concepts on the basis of pattern discovery, deployment and evolution. For these three different tests common steps from document pre-processing to pattern discovery are executed.

The first approach of concept formation is from discovery of patterns using sequential closed pattern mining method i.e. is achieved after pattern discovery step and concepts are formed with the help of discovered patterns. Patterns discovered by using SCPM and NSPM. SCPM: Finding sequential closed patterns using the algorithm SPMining NSPM: Finding non-sequential patterns using the algorithm [6].

The second approach of concept formation is from deployed patterns i.e. after pattern discovery pattern deploying method summarizes discovered pattern using PDM [1]. The d-pattern algorithm is used to discover all patterns in positive documents are composed. After pattern deploying process concepts are formed on the basis of d-patterns.

Third approach is evolution in which inner pattern evolution is done. DPE: Inner pattern evolution is to identify the noisy patterns in documents and to update D-pattern by shuffling. To identify noisy document threshold value is calculated and is used to derive whether document is noisy or not. On the basis of refined pattern weights concept formation is done.

**Algorithm: DPEvolving (Ω, D+, D−)**

**Input:** Training set +D & -D, set of d-pattern, experimental coefficient

**Output:** Set of refined term weight pairs

**Method:**
1. \( d \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2. \( \tau = \text{Threshold}(D^+) \)
3. foreach negative document nd in D− do begin
4. if Threshold(\{nd\}) > \( \tau \) then
5. \( \Delta p = \{ dp \in \Omega | \text{termset}(dp) \cap \text{nd} = \emptyset \} \)
6. Shuffling(\{nd, \Delta p\})
7. end if
8. foreach deployed pattern dp in \( \Omega \) do begin
9. \( d \leftarrow d \oplus dp \)
10. end for
11. end for

Shuffling method removes noisy pattern from d-pattern [1]. Third approach gives more accurate results for concept formation. In all three approaches concept based term analyser algorithm is used for concept formation [8].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results of all three approaches after discovery, deployment and evolution are compared against topic entered. Evaluation is to check system performance on the basis of three metrics like precision, recall and F1 measures. Using these metrics, different methods are compared to check the most appropriate method which gives maximum relevant documents to topic. Comparison of precision, recall and F1 measures for methods Pattern discovery, Pattern deploy and Pattern evolving is as shown in graph 1 fig 2.

![Comparison of SCPM, PDM, PDE](image)

V. CONCLUSIONS

Text mining is the technique that helps users to find useful information from large amount of text documents. Data mining techniques provides pattern mining methods but to use these patterns and update in a way to solve misinterpretation and low frequency problem is achieved in this approach. Depending on processors capacity multiple threads are created to work separately on each process of architecture. Using proposed multithreaded approach stoppages are removed occurring at independent processes. In this paper methods of text mining are discussed out of which pattern based method outperform better than other methods as shown in table I. Patterns discovered by pattern based model are more specific than other method and hence helps to improves accuracy and efficiency. The results show that the implemented system using pattern deploy and pattern Evolving is superior to SCPM data mining-based method.
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